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PurposePurpose

Describe:Describe:
●● What is meant by a baseline in the CAFE contextWhat is meant by a baseline in the CAFE context
●● Critical steps needed for developing the baselineCritical steps needed for developing the baseline
●● Institutional issues not included hereInstitutional issues not included here

❍ EEA and in particular European Topic Centre on Air
and Climate Change will support the CAFE Secretariat
in the development of the baseline

❍ Coincides with EEA’s own need for 2004/5 a baseline for
its “Environment Outlook” Report

For details, see “Construction of the Baseline in CAFE” 3 December 2001
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OutlineOutline

●● What is a baselineWhat is a baseline
●● Why do we need a baselineWhy do we need a baseline
●● Who are we interested (when constructing aWho are we interested (when constructing a

baseline)baseline)
●● What is needed to construct a baseline in CAFE:What is needed to construct a baseline in CAFE:

Main building blocks, effect of legislationMain building blocks, effect of legislation
●● Specific issues: Specific issues: Climate change mitigation, electricityClimate change mitigation, electricity

and gas market liberalisation; and accessionand gas market liberalisation; and accession
●● PrinciplesPrinciples
●● QuestionsQuestions
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What is a BaselineWhat is a Baseline
scenario?scenario?

●● A plausible scenario aboutA plausible scenario about
the futurethe future

●● Same as "Business-as-Same as "Business-as-
Usual" scenarioUsual" scenario

●● Used as a “counter-Used as a “counter-
factual” against whichfactual” against which
“what-if” scenarios are“what-if” scenarios are
analysedanalysed

●● Tries to answer theTries to answer the
following question:following question:

“What would the future look“What would the future look
like, if we all behave as we dolike, if we all behave as we do
today and in accordance withtoday and in accordance with

current trends andcurrent trends and
expectations”expectations”
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Why a BaselineWhy a Baseline
scenario?scenario?

●● With a well-constructed baseline we can knowWith a well-constructed baseline we can know
likely gaps in environmental qualitylikely gaps in environmental quality

●● Baseline is the "counter-factual" against which allBaseline is the "counter-factual" against which all
other policy scenarios are testedother policy scenarios are tested
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Who are we interested in?Who are we interested in?

●● ”Economic actors””Economic actors”
❍ firms, citizens, public authorities

●● ”Environmental regulators””Environmental regulators”
❍ eg. Ministry of Environment

●● ”Other regulators””Other regulators”
❍ i.e. Ministry of Health or Ministry of Transport

●● “External actors”“External actors”
❍ eg. OPEC
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Example: Example: NONOxx emissions emissions
in 2020in 2020

●● How much How much NONOxx is emitted today? (data) is emitted today? (data)
●● Likely changes in the output (Likely changes in the output (egeg. electricity). electricity)
●● What autonomous technological development mightWhat autonomous technological development might

induce up to 2020? (R&D)induce up to 2020? (R&D)
●● Legislation will be in place in 2020 (e.g. LCP)Legislation will be in place in 2020 (e.g. LCP)
●● What role external factors may play? (e.g. prices ofWhat role external factors may play? (e.g. prices of

gas, coal, oil; developments in other countries etc.)gas, coal, oil; developments in other countries etc.)
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What is needed?What is needed?

●● Emissions and corresponding air quality levels areEmissions and corresponding air quality levels are
todaytoday

●● Decision on time period (up to 2020)Decision on time period (up to 2020)
●● Changes in economic activityChanges in economic activity
●● Changes in the structure of our economiesChanges in the structure of our economies

❍ how well can we forecast this (China in 1980 vs. now)
❍ knowledge of industrial experts important

●● Changes in autonomous technological developmentChanges in autonomous technological development
❍ NB! Link with change in economic growth!
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What is needed? (What is needed? (contcont.).)

●● Changes in output and emissions specific sectorsChanges in output and emissions specific sectors
❍ Agriculture
❍ Energy mix
❍ Transport
❍ Industry and other sectors

●● Combining emissions and converting them to airCombining emissions and converting them to air
quality (Integrated Assessment Model)quality (Integrated Assessment Model)

❍ Assessment: are we satisfied with the outcome?

●● Need also knowledge about legislation that has aNeed also knowledge about legislation that has a
direct or indirect effect on air qualitydirect or indirect effect on air quality
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Effect of legislationEffect of legislation

●● Current legislation (“in the bag”)Current legislation (“in the bag”)
❍ Difficult to quantify effects of some legislation (IPPC)
❍ Full or partial implementation of legislation

❒ Include implementation failure when this is likely to occur?

●● Legislation “in the pipeline”Legislation “in the pipeline”
❍ What to assume about of Kyoto and Post-Kyoto?

❒ Suggestion: do bothboth (with and without)

❍ Full electricity and gas market liberalisation by 2020?
●● Including Accession Candidate CountriesIncluding Accession Candidate Countries

❍ All are part of the EU and have transposed and
implemented “aquis communautaire” fully by  2020?
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PrinciplesPrinciples

●● Serves as a shared view of what the future canServes as a shared view of what the future can
bring aboutbring about

●● Baseline should be plausible, and not a source ofBaseline should be plausible, and not a source of
wishful thinkingwishful thinking

●● Enjoys a wide consensusEnjoys a wide consensus
●● Needs to be documented clearly and in aNeeds to be documented clearly and in a

transparent mannertransparent manner
●● Strike a balance between “work” andStrike a balance between “work” and

“consultations”: 3 stakeholder consultations“consultations”: 3 stakeholder consultations
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Three stakeholderThree stakeholder
consultationsconsultations

First:First: After contractor is chosen (mid 2002) After contractor is chosen (mid 2002)
Second:Second: When preliminary baseline ready (early When preliminary baseline ready (early

2003)2003)
Final:Final: When draft final baseline ready (mid 2003) When draft final baseline ready (mid 2003)

❍ All can verify that the main concerns/ suggestions have
been adequately covered

❍ CAFE baseline will be agreed

Also specific workshops (e.g. transport)Also specific workshops (e.g. transport)
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QuestionsQuestions

●● OK to have the baselineOK to have the baseline
constructed up to 2020?constructed up to 2020?

●● OK to includeOK to include
implementation failureimplementation failure
clear signs exist that this isclear signs exist that this is
likely to occur.likely to occur.

●● Share CAFE SecretariatShare CAFE Secretariat
approach to Kyotoapproach to Kyoto
Protocol and the post-Protocol and the post-
Kyoto? (with and without)Kyoto? (with and without)

●● EU-wide electricity andEU-wide electricity and
gas markets will be fullygas markets will be fully
liberalised by 2010?liberalised by 2010?

●● Accession candidateAccession candidate
countries in the EU bycountries in the EU by
2010 and have fully2010 and have fully
implemented implemented acquisacquis??

❍ IPPC special case

●● Are the Are the principlesprinciples of of
establishing the baselineestablishing the baseline
appropriate?appropriate?

❍ Suggestions on stakeholder
consultations?


